I General description of the sorting system.
Basic versatility of this sorting system is provided by the user preparing the input, output and comparison routines and passing them as arguments to the sorting system.
Complexity of input and output editing, data types and sort key structure is limited only by the user's ability to define his problem. The sorting system's function is limited to controlling appropriate execution of these routines and auxiliary scratch files. It should be noted that "input" and "output" only refer to transferal of the data between the user and the sort system and need not involve input or output with peripheral devices. The only other requirements of the user is to provide the sorting system with work storage and data record length. This method is similar to that employed by COBOL (except for sort key specification and working storage) and Burroughs ' (1968) extended ALGOL sort procedure.
Subroutine SORT (user entry point) is the main control segment of the sorting system. User parameters are checked, the work storage is divided into working units (through Subroutine SORTA inputs the data to t;h e sorting system by repeatedly calling the user input routine until the user informs the system that the end of data \\ as occurred. If the work area is filled prior to an end of data condition, the data is sorted in memory by a call to SORTD and output as a logical sorted block to the scratch files and the system is informed that a merging phase must follow the sorting phase. If, however, the end o f data condition occurs prior to scratch file output tho sorted data is returned directly to the user's output routine and the sort operation is terminated without the scratch files and merge phase being used. This sorting system has performed well with , small to medium volumes of data and has reduced the problem of sorting in one application to a trivial portion of the job.
Although this implementation of sorting in FORTRAN is not the state of the art of sorting, the method of execution is considered an extremely viable technique for overall flexibility. In addition, the system provides complete transportability between computers with ANSI FORTRAN-IV compilers.
It is hoped that groups involved with language specifications will recognize that sorting is a requirement of all types of computer programming and that an effort will be made in the future to make sort statements an intrinsic part of all languages.
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